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JEWISH EXTORTION OF HUMANITY

So many people just fail to grasp the extent of jewish control in our daily
lives. Quite a few people are aware of most of what the jews are up to in
our world but these people think that as long as jewish malfeasance
doesn’t affect them personally that they don’t wish to make waves by
taking any sort of stand against jewish crime. Most of these people turn a
blind eye to jewish terrorism around the world whether it’s the killing of
innocent Palestinians or Lebanese with illegal weaponry or anything else
this criminal race of creatures is up to in our world. Foolish non-jews
who believe this coward’s credo have no idea that, not only has jewish
crime crossed their sacred thresholds, that their entire lives and private
worlds are completely influenced and/or run by hidden jewish hands.

These pathetic monsters are the ones
running your government, media,
hollywood, banks, wall street, etc. but
did you realize how pervasive they are
beyond these obvious things?

The vast majority of Americans have no idea about what the hell the
jewish  federal reserve (non-federal with no reserves) system is and
don’t seem to care either, nor have much of any clue about the holocaust
hoax extortion scam let alone anything else these malevolent rats are up
to in our world.

When it comes to food most of us take this personally, we want good,
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wholesome food free of chemicals and other crap. Maybe, just maybe,
you will finally be stirred to action when you here about how, with each
bite of food, you are supporting a bunch of rabbi parasites and the
crimes that these monsters carry out elsewhere, apart from their crimes
of extortion relating to our food.

Why should you care if kikes are extorting your money with each bite of
food you eat? Or every time you use a piece of foil, wash your hands, use
cleanser to scrub your toilet or just about anything else you do around
your house? Yeah, that includes using your kosherized steel frying pan
that you made your bacon and eggs with this morning!

Well, it’s extortion—and most of you have no idea that you are being
fleeced everyday in this way—others believe the lies from jewish lips
that this racket doesn’t even exist. I have been screaming about this
racket for years and despite only a very small fraction of jews
demanding kosher foods (for religious reasons) this scam just gets bigger
with every passing year. Now it’s almost impossible to find any product
in your supermarket that hasn’t been hit and marked by these jewish
vampires, including many other non-food products that require no
kosherization under jewish dietary law.  Yet are still being unnecessarily
kosher taxed, for fun and profit anyway.

These symbols can be found on almost
everything you purchase at the super
market. Every time you pay for
something with these types of symbols,
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you are being extorted by slimy jews.

Here’s a brief explanation of what is going on here and it is followed by
an example of how this scam works—and keep in mind, either a
company submits to kosherization, or jewish distributors and  jew run
supermarkets will simply refuse to stock your products. Resistance does
seem futile for a company that does not wish to pay the tax—it is up to us
to put a total end to this extortion and run these predatory creatures into
the sea.

The Kosher Tax is an outrageous example of jewish control on our every
day lives. Go to your cupboard and examine your food’s packaging; it’s
very likely you will find a circled U or K on each package. (some symbols
are a letter such as the U inside a triangle) These symbols are not to be
confused with the circled C or R, which are copyright and registered
trademark notices; they are symbols that indicate that the product has
been “blessed” (read: cursed) and that you have paid a tax for this
service.

The “fee” for the blessing (curse), is paid by the corporation that
manufactures the product, and must be paid for each product made, so a
company like General Foods can pay hundreds of these “fees” each year.
These “fees” are passed on to you, the consumer, regardless of whether
you are jewish or not. Every expense a company incurs in production of
a product for sale, is naturally offset in the price of each product sold.
This includes advertising costs, business operating costs, etc. ALL for
profit businesses operate in this fashion. If the business occurs an
expense in bringing you a product, YOU the consumer pay said expense,
period.

Oy vey! It’s purely vicious anti-semitism
to say jews are extorting people with the
kosher tax! The ADL says the kosher tax
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is minuscule, and you don’t have a
choice anyway!

It’s extremely difficult to find accurate information on just how much
money these Jewish Extortionists are making on the kosher tax scam,
because of the stranglehold jews have on the media, and their ability to
control the availability of information to the public. Jewish Protection
groups like the Anti Defamation League successfully sway the public by
dismissing the kosher tax as a “propaganda hoax” by right wing fanatics
to encourage anti-semitic beliefs, because there are almost no publicly
available facts to prove otherwise.

It’s easy to see through the jew’s explanation however, using simple logic
and math: In a “Kosher tax Hoax” article on the ADL’s website, the ADL
claims that, “The cost to the consumer for this service is a miniscule
fraction of the total production overhead; it is so negligible in practical
terms as to be virtually non-existent.” listing a General Foods product as
an example, saying the cost is somewhere around .0000065 (65
millionths) of a cent per item. Assuming that’s true, let’s multiply that by
however many products General Foods manufactures, then multiply that
by the number of sales of those products since their certification.

Coins today have
ridges on their edges
which were
designed to keep
jews from shaving
the edges of the
coins. Instead, jews
now shave a little
money off every
purchase you make
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with the kosher tax.

Regardless how little the cost to the consumer is claimed to be, common
sense dictates that .0000065 of a cent, multiplied enough times, can
indeed become a substantial amount of money.  However, this number is
likely a farce as it is. Here is some proof that this figure is not an
accurate representation, because according to jew owned Wikipedia
HERE:

In 1975 the cost per item for obtaining kosher certification was
estimated by The New York Times as being 6.5 millionths
(0.0000065) of a cent per item for a General Foods frozen-food
item.

Certainly the price has increased since 1975, right? The truth is likely
that this price was much higher in 1975 than what is claimed, and is yet
again much higher today. Of course, the jews wouldn’t dare spill the
beans on what the real cost is, but there is a little more info HERE:

Manufacturers pay supervisory agencies between $1,000 and
$5,000 a year to inspect their plants and certify a product. The
cost depends on the complexity of a product. For instance, a food
with sensitive ingredients like emulsifiers and flavors requires
more surveillance by a rabbi.

We are paying a tax on our food to have some kind of rabbinical
surveillance? Are you kidding me? If you believe the cost of kosher
certification is only 65 millionths of a cent, I have a bridge to sell you.
Remember, this is JUST the price of the “inspection”, and is to certify a
single product. Also note that this figure comes from an article over 20
years old (published 1989).  Today, every person in almost every country
on earth is paying the kosher extortion tax on TRILLIONS of dollars
worth of products every single time they go shopping.

So why is it that this system exists? And why would companies choose to
participate? The jews claim it is a harmless practice that benefits the
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companies by expanding the market of the product to the jewish
population. However, with the jewish population counting for such a
small percentage of America’s population, the impact would be virtually
unmentionable anyway. Yet virtually EVERY product is kosher, and we
must ALL pay for it.

This is again because of the jewish powers over the media and business
worlds, if a company were to refuse to pay for the “blessing” they would
be boycotted by the jewish media, jewish distributors, and jewish
supremarkets, meaning bankruptcy would soon follow. Proof of this
exists in the fact that not very many products anywhere go without the
kosher symbol.

The idea that we non-jews, must pay extra to eat food that is “fit for a
jew” is ridiculous, and yet impossible to avoid, because the tax is
everywhere, on foods, plastic cling wrap, and even dish soap!

Of course many of the dumbed down masses will still not believe this
reality so here is more:

The “Mythical Myth”
A Myth about a Myth about Something Real

Rebuttals of the Kosher Tax “myth” are themselves mythical!

What do…

Arm&Hammer baking soda
Reynold’s Wrap aluminum foil
Dawn Ultra dishwashing detergent
Comet disinfectant with bleach
Ajax laundry detergent
Mr. Clean cleaner with ammonia
Lysol all-purpose cleaner
Chinet paper compartment plates
Hefty styrofoam plates
Names in left column are registered as trademarks.

…have in common with most of the food items sold in supermarkets?



They’re all certified KOSHER. It would be difficult, though perhaps not
impossible; to find a package of powdered laundry detergent that does
not display that telltale symbol of otherwise secret Jewish taxation.

The most common Jewish tax signs (hechshers), at least in my area, are
the circled U symbol of the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations (U),
the circled K symbol of the Committee for the Furtherance of Torah
Observance, a.k.a. the Organized Kashrus Laboratories (K), the K-inside-
a-triangle symbol of Rabbi Joseph H. Ralbag’s personal certification
business, and the K-with-a-leftward-bulge symbol of Beverly Hills
Kosher, a.k.a. Kosher Overseers Associates of America.

The kosher tax isn’t something you
pay just on food products, because
it applies on everything else
including dish soap and aluminum
foil! Although you can’t eat those
products, you still pay for a rabbi to
put his stamp on them.

The manager of one of the supermarkets where I was doing my research
noticed me roaming the aisles using a pen to scrawl notes on a pad of
paper. He asked what I was doing, so I told him. The effect of television
brainwashing immediately possessed the man; the reaction was visible
in his face, in his voice, and in his manner. He didn’t quite dare to order
me out of the store, so he began a low-heat outrage routine that involved
unusually energetic motions of his arms, much exaggerated shrugging of
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his shoulders, and frequent use of the phrase “So what?” When I told
him “what” (as I will tell you shortly), he pretended not to hear, or, if he
heard, not to find any significance. He was prepared to maintain his
defensive “So what?” act forever, or until he could figure out a way to get
the store employees to gang up and throw me out. I was nearly finished
with my cataloging job by then anyway.

(I suppose that a White man who went down the grocery aisles putting
kosher symbols on dog food, fish bait and pickled pig’s feet would be
arrested for a hate crime. Maybe it would be called “hate copyright
infringement” or something equally long and stupid sounding.)

Asserting that an actual conspiracy is “a myth” is among the Jews’
favorite disinformation techniques. Consider the Jewish denial about the
Jewish control of banking. How often have you read something like this?

Sigh, I wish it wasn’t necessary, but I have encountered too many people
who seem to believe that kosher certification results in higher prices,
when, in fact, due to increased sales, quite the opposite is true.

Did you fall for it? Do you really think that the fees that manufacturers
pay to Jewish rabbis, in exchange for permission to stamp the hechsher
(any of the Kosher certification symbols) on food products makes the
overall cost of making that product less? Even if we assume that some
people actively seek out kosher-certified products, remember that there
are also quite a few people who, given any reasonable alternative, would
choose to avoid them. Most of the people who don’t bear the jews any
grudge over their long history of exploiting other races, nonetheless don’t
regard it as proper for jews to be issuing certifications on everybody’s
food.

http://articles.cnn.com/2009-10-28/politics/hate.crimes_1_crimes-gay-rights-human-rights-campaign?_s=PM:POLITICS
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If everything was emblazoned with the
KOSHER label and it were OBVIOUS that
you had to pay an additional tax on your
food for it, most people wouldn’t do it.
Even every last packet of ketchup sold
by fast food places is certified kosher.
You can’t escape the tax.

First, increased demand usually drives prices up, not down. If kosher
foods were more in demand than non-kosher equivalents, then the
kosher foods would naturally command a higher price. (That’s also why
“name brands” cost more than their generic equivalents.) The scheme
works only when either of two conditions prevails: there are no non-
kosher substitute of comparable quality is available, or most people are
ignorant or apathetic about the certification business.

That’s an important point to understand because it explains why the
rabbis are so anxious that there be no grocery vendor allowed to sell
food and kitchen products without getting their “blessing” and why the
jews defend the kosher certification business with glib lies, such as “Too
many people seem to believe that kosher certification results in higher
prices, when, in fact, due to increased sales, quite the opposite is true.”
Uhhhh-huh.

Second, if kosher-certification more than pays for itself in reduced
grocery prices—it doesn’t but let’s suppose that it did—then maybe a
“Christian” certification would do the same thing even better. We may
certainly ask ourselves why other groups haven’t started up the same
kind of food-inspection operation. Many groups could use a little extra
money. If jewish rabbis can do it, then so can some organization of
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Christian clergymen—but they aren’t. For that matter, the Boy Scouts of
America could do it. Why aren’t the Health Clubs of America lobbying
the food manufacturers into accepting their certification symbols, too,
for a suitable fee? Maybe it wouldn’t hurt to add Muslim, Hindu,
Buddhist and Hare Krishna inspectors’ stamps of approval also. As long
as the price of the food just keeps coming down, why not let the Boy
Scouts, the Health Clubs of America, and the American Vegetarians in on
the game?

WHY ARE THE JEWS THE ONLY PRIVATE GROUP ABLE TO GET THEIR
MARKS ON OUR FOOD? On inspection, that fact implies racketeering,
and the impression doesn’t go away when you investigate the kosher
labeling system further. The jews’ claims about lowering the price of
food with their kosher certifications are fraudulent.

Do you think people would willingly pay
a kosher tax if there was a greasy rabbi
blocking your purchase until you paid
him off? It might as well be that way,
because you can’t buy almost anything
without paying the jew their extortion
money.

Don’t fall for the “You don’t have to be jewish to enjoy kosher foods”
ruse. (The jews have a clever propaganda poster showing an American
Indian, feather in his hair, dressed up in orthodox jewish black robes
and eating kosher bread.) The point is not whether kosher-certified foods
taste good. They often do—though being kosher has nothing to do with it.
The point is whether the jews have, or do not have, the right to stick
jewish labels on everybody’s food and charge us money for it.
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The jews could safely buy kosher certified foods at special jewish food
stores that cater specifically to their dietary requirements, without
burdening everybody with certifications made especially for them, but
then they couldn’t get the gentiles to subsidize the business, could they?

Likewise, don’t fall for that bit of misdirection about “most people who
use kosher products aren’t jews.” To be sure, that is true. The lie isn’t in
what they tell you, but in what they imply without telling you. The
deception is the idea that the non-jews “seek out” kosher products simply
because they have been certified by rabbis. That is the lie, and a bold
faced one at that. When is the last time you bought something because it
had a jewish certification stamp on it? Right.

The fact is, the kosher certification scam has become so widespread, and
the labeling of products so ubiquitous, that many people can’t find non-
certified alternatives. They must buy kosher certified foods or go without
many kinds of foods. I suppose that if you wanted to go on a strict diet of
dry dog food, then you could avoid the kosher label, but there’s no way
for you to have a reasonably proper diet without paying the jewish food
tax. Don’t believe me? Try an experiment: Go to the supermarket nearest
you and try to find a brand of mustard, or pickles, or tuna fish that
doesn’t have one of those kosher symbols on them.

Mmmm…kosher laundry soap
sounds delic….wait a minute! Why
are we paying a kosher food tax on
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laundry soap, aluminum foil, and
toilet bowl cleaner? Who eats that
stuff?

Besides that, why are most brands of laundry detergent labeled kosher?
You don’t eat it. Its quality isn’t affected by the Jewish dietary laws. And
yet its manufacturer has paid (and the rabbis have accepted the
payment) to have a hechsher stuck on the package. Why would anybody
“seek out” Tide detergent for having a kosher label? Answer: they don’t.
(Since I began this page a few days ago, I found a package of Clorox
powdered laundry detergent that didn’t have a hechsher on it, but that’s
the only brand that doesn’t have one, as far as I know.)

Likewise for steel wool and kitchen utensils, which have also been
known to carry the kosher symbols—as if to say, “The manufacture of
this brand of stainless steel has been examined by rabbis and has been
found to contain nothing contrary to jewish dietary laws.” These few
items help further prove that kosher certification is indeed a racket, and
nothing more. Many of the things you do eat, which have the kosher tax
stamp, are full of poisons that most jews won’t touch. That in itself
should be telling. It’s not about making the food safe, it’s about making
you work to pay a tax for every item you buy back to the jew.

Someone who didn’t understand that kosher certification is a scam
aimed at making suckers out of non-jewish shoppers, believing instead
that it was only a way to assure the jews that their food was religiously
correct, would have to conclude that jews enjoy eating paper, aluminum
foil, and styrofoam; as well as drinking detergent, ammonia and bleach.
Of course, most non-jews aren’t stupid enough to reach that conclusion,
so in practice their choices are either realizing that the jews are
swindling them by taxing trade or refusing to think about it. Too many
non-jews, unfortunately, make the latter choice.

The truth is, for the most part, people who buy kosher-certified goods
aren’t aware that jewish organizations are taxing kitchen products by
selling manufacturers permission to use the little kosher symbols. Simply



because people BUY kosher certified goods, does not imply that they are
“seeking out” kosher certified goods, regardless of what the jews want
you to think. Especially when today, there are hardly any alternatives,
nor awareness of the kosher tax for people to have a choice anyway.
There is no way to avoid it, because almost everything you purchase has
the stamp, and you pay the tax, without even knowing it.

And is everything really on record? Try an experiment: find out, if you
can, how much a certification really costs. I can’t find this information
anywhere, but according to the American Defense League, these
rabbinical groups walk off with hundreds of millions of dollars annually
from their (high-pressure) sales of kosher certification. While that might
be only a fraction of these companies’ aggregate profits, there’s still
plenty of reason to object to this substantial level of jewish parasitism.

The jews are making huge piles of
money off of the extortion racket, and
what’s sad is they won’t dare let on to
how much you are really paying for
rabbis to certify your food, but rest
assured trillions of $ of products have
this tax applied globally.

For one thing, it provides the jews with a continuing source of money
with which they can, for example, lobby (or bribe) our politicians into
making laws and policies in accordance with the jewish supremacist
agenda of global domination. If Americans would think for a change,
they’d realize that any added cost to their grocery bills is the least of
their problems with the kosher tax scam. Rabbi Harvey Sentor (of the
Kov-K kosher certification group) admitted in The Jewish Post (30 July
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1976) that kosher certification was “a profit-making concern.”

Don’t let the jews fool you. Truly, they are excellent liars. If lying were a
virtue, they’d be saints, but it’s not virtuous to lie. Nor is it virtuous to
swindle people out of their money, even if it is only a little money each
time. If someone got rich by stealing the “roundoff error” (small
fractions of a cent) on a large number of bank-to-bank transactions, he’d
go to jail when he was caught.

The principle involved with the kosher certification racket is very
similar. Crime should not pay. Those involved should be required to
return all of the extorted money, and should be dealt with extremely
harshly for their crimes.

The kosher tax of today, is similar to the way jews used to shave the
edges of coins made from precious metals in the past. This is why coins
have ridges on the sides of them today. It might seem like only a tiny
amount per coin, but it certainly adds up, just like the kosher tax no
matter how small the amount.

Here’s how the scammers sucker you in. You will notice that there
isn’t any mention of price but if you explore the links here on this
site about kosher taxation you will find that this shakedown usually
starts off close to 10 grand a year even for small mom and pop
operations—and that is per product that is kosherized.

10 Steps to Kosher Certification

1 CONTACTING THE OK
Your company contacts the OK Labs by phone (718-756-7500 ext. 209), fax
(718-756-7503), e-mail (info@ok.org) via the supplied link, or in person
(e.g., at a trade show). Rabbi Chaim Fogelman, our Rabbinic Coordinator
specializing in guiding new applicants through the kosher certification
process, will answer your preliminary questions. He will be your guide
throughout the application procedure. Please note: The OK Labs has
designed the most sophisticated computer system in the kosher
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certification industry to facilitate your kosher certification.

2 THE APPLICATION
The application is the first active step toward certification. Upon your
request, a user-friendly application will be sent to you. The application,
designed to accelerate the certification process, asks you to provide a list
of ingredients (raw materials), product components and production
processes.

Please note: The OK Labs will maintain all information concerning your
company in the strictest confidence.

Click below to download the appropriate application forms for kosher
certification. Application forms are in Adobe Acrobat format and you
would need Acrobat Reader to view them.  Once you have downloaded
the form, please print and complete your details and return it to our
office for immediate attention.

(NOTE: These links are dead, and I prefer not linking to jews anyhow.
You can look up the applications if you want to help jews rob people.)

click here for USA application form for kosher certification [103kb]
click here for International application form for kosher certification
[114kb]

3 APPLICATION SUBMITTED
Return the application along with the required processing fee. This fee
covers some of the pre-certification costs we incur. When the
certification process has been successfully completed, we will deduct the
application fee from your first year’s certification cost.

4 APPLICATION REVIEWED
Upon our receipt of your application and fee, a Rabbinic Coordinator
who is an expert in your field of production will be assigned to oversee
all matters that relate to your company. He will review the application
and contact you with any questions he may have. He will also set a
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mutually convenient appointment to visit your manufacturing
facility(ies) for an on-site physical inspection. At this time, the Rabbinic
Coordinator will provide you with a non-binding estimate of the fees
involved in providing kosher certification to you.

5 THE INITIAL VISIT
An initial, thorough inspection of the entire manufacturing facility(ies)
will be performed by the Rabbinic Coordinator. This inspection gives us
a comprehensive understanding of the unique nature of your
facility(ies), so that your certification can proceed in a streamlined
fashion. At this initial visit, the rabbi will detail the procedures that you
will need to follow to receive and maintain kosher supervision.

6 RESOLVING FINAL DETAILS
Having finished his inspection, the Rabbinic Coordinator will issue a
report to our headquarters. At this time, your annual fee will be set. It is
determined on the basis of numerous factors, including the nature of
your facility(ies), its location, and the amount of work required on our
part. If any matters remain outstanding, we will work with you to
resolve them.

7 REGULAR MONITORING
Part of our agreement with you involves monitoring your facility(ies).
The OK has 300 field representatives around the world. One of these
experts located in your area will be assigned to visit your facility(ies) on
a regular basis. We make every effort to arrange these visits in the most
economical way possible. In addition, one of our home office Rabbinic
Coordinators will make an annual inspection of your facility(ies).

8 THE CONTRACT
A contract is now drawn detailing the agreement between the OK Labs
and your company. The contract is sent to you for your review and your
signed approval.

9 KOSHER CERTIFICATION BEGINS



Upon return of the signed contract along with the fee for your first year
of supervision, we will issue a Kosher Certificate to you. The certificate
details which of your products or facilities are under OK certification,
and grants you the right to display our registered OK symbol on the
certified products.

10 CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations! You are now certified kosher by the OK Labs, the most
respected kosher supervision agency in the world. Your company’s name
is now listed in the widely read Kosher Food Guide section of the The
Jewish Homemaker, the international magazine of the OK Laboratories.

Don’t choke on the idea of the “most respected” kosher certification
scheme.  The jews think scamming everyone else is a respectable thing to
do. This article should give you an idea how perverted, twisted, and
psychotic the jews really are.  They’re robbing you to death to certify
mostly poisoned foods and products that can’t be eaten as “kosher”,
which most jews won’t eat to begin with. If you have the resources, try to
eat fresh, local, organic foods from reputable local farmers, and avoid
the supermarket as much as possible. For many this is completely
impossible, but awareness can help change this, so spread the word.

(This article was provided to SN a long time ago by someone else, and
has been edited to make sure it fits with SN’s message.  Most of the
content comes from the original source, with some commentary added
here and there by SN)

65 Responses to “Kosher Tax”

1. 
Julie Mitchell says:
May 22, 2013 at 1:01 pm

You need to wake up on this one. It is NOT about the money. The non-



kosher food ALWAYS contains known toxins and poisons. the kosher
does not. Go to (link to jew site REMOVED). “Article on jew site is
irrelevant”

reply

Subverted Nation says:
May 22, 2013 at 3:02 pm

First, the kosher tax is about EXTORTION AND CONTROL. Second,
I have made it clear that people should eat wholesome organic
food. Certainly some of the food which is strictly kosher isn’t
poisoned, but I wouldn’t advocate shopping at jew food stores to
get it. People can eat organic, local grown food without the
poisons

The jews have extorted people through taxes for thousands of
years. It’s all about taking back as much of what people earn as
possible while cursing your food. There are plenty of things that
aren’t even foodstuffs which carry the kosher tax label, and
almost everything is poisoned, whether it has that label or not.

That said, if you want to come on here telling me to “wake up”
you might not want to post links to KNOWN JEW WEBSITES. You
have to be fucking stupid telling me to wake up while linking to
jews. You are as asleep as you can get.

reply

Anthony Roberts Jr. says:
May 23, 2013 at 12:57 am

Or a Jew spy.

reply
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Mike says:
May 25, 2013 at 8:20 am

It’s becoming a joke trying to teach these souls the obvious
Adam isn’t it?! People. Get the jew commie/capitalist tv
propaganda out of your heads. ZERO your hard drive….that’s
your BRAIN for the idiots out there, and reboot.
Fuck’n hell Adam, I don’t know how you do it…..but I
appreciate it more than you know brother.

reply

Anthony Roberts Jr. says:
May 26, 2013 at 6:41 am

You’re not gonna like debaters. You’re seriously gonna
have a hard time from this guys.

http://prayingforoneday.wordpress.com/

reply

Subverted Nation says:
June 17, 2013 at 2:44 am

Hard time with what? Facts aren’t debatable. Who is
this clown you are linking?

2. 
Ben says:
June 16, 2013 at 6:05 pm

Here’s another video to look at Jewish behavior.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7POJjqw1iA

reply

Subverted Nation says:
June 17, 2013 at 2:25 am

Here’s a surprise for you. The guy she’s whining at in the video is
another jew. So, when you look at this video as an example of
jewish behavior, look at it as jews playing both sides, because
that’s exactly what’s happening here. One jew says the koran is
good because it says jews should be killed, then a bunch of IDF
jews stage a protest outside his business. What a joke.

reply

Ben says:
June 17, 2013 at 10:21 am

Yeah.

reply

Ben says:
June 26, 2013 at 1:17 am

Hey Adam since will send the Jews to the sun how about we
Fry their ass with flame throwers.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
July 12, 2013 at 10:16 pm
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Any kind of eradication is good with me. Whatever’s quick
and easy.

reply

3. 
Jerry says:
July 19, 2013 at 4:05 pm

Are the Serpent-Seedline Satanic Jews putting Satanic curses on the
food supply with their kosher prayers and rituals….why are we so
sick, weak, asleep, disempowered and lacking in physical
vitality…..Food has become another drug for the pusher man Satan
and his children….

reply

Subverted Nation says:
July 21, 2013 at 7:16 pm

Yes, that’s a big part of what’s happening. Not necessarily satanic,
but curses to go along with the poisons, no doubt.

reply

4. 
Arch Stanton says:
November 17, 2013 at 1:41 pm

In a “Kosher tax Hoax” article on the ADL’s website, the ADL claims
that, “The cost to the consumer for this service is a miniscule fraction
of the total production overhead; it is so negligible in practical terms
as to be virtually non-existent.”

By this logic, what harm is there in doing away with the Kosher tax?
Since it’s “virtually non-existent,” who would miss it? Then again, if
the Kosher “blessing” is so important to Jews, maybe the Rabbis could
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perform the service free of charge,like Jesus did during the Second
Temple period.

The Kosher tax is the same scam leveled on the ancient Judaens by
the Temple priests. Almost everything had to be blessed, for a price of
course. Fish were outside the sacrificial system so there is a huge
message when Jesus has the coin taken out of the fishes mouth to pay
the tax. This tax is often portrayed as a payment of Roman taxes, but
it was in fact a Jewish Temple tax.

From Wikipedia:

According to the Gospel, after Jesus and his disciples arrived in
Capernaum, the collectors of the two-drachma temple tax came to
Apostle Peter and asked, “Doesn’t your teacher pay the temple tax?”
And Peter replied: “Yes, he does”.

When Peter came into the house, Jesus was the first to speak and
said:

“What do you think, Simon?” he asked. “From whom do the kings of
the earth collect duty and taxes—from their own children or from
others?”

“From others,” Peter answered. “Then the children are exempt,”
Jesus said to him, implying that as the son of God, he is exempt from
paying God’s tax. Then Jesus said:

“But so that we may not cause offense, go to the lake and throw out
your line. Take the first fish you catch; open its mouth and you will
find a four-drachma coin. Take it and give it to them for my tax and
yours.”

The four-drachma coin would be exactly enough to pay the temple
tax (two-drachma coin) for two people.

Temple sacrifice is analogous to an income tax, so the Kosher tax is
analogous to the blessing, in fact that is the literal purpose of the tax,



a rabbi blesses the product after inspecting it for ritual purity.
However, unless the rabbi intends to extort greater tribute from the
producer, this process is typically a rubber stamp.

Jesus was a renegade priest and thus had the authority to bless food
to make it ritually pure. The water into wine miracle is just such a
story. When approached by his mother for a blessing on the wedding
host’s unblessed wine, he replies, “it is not yet my time” meaning he
was not ready to expose his priestly powers at that point, something
the blessing would have clearly indicated. So what was the problem
faced by Jesus? It was not the blessing that was the problem, but the
fee for the blessing that put Jesus at odds with the situation. Jesus
refused to take money for his blessing thus rebuking Temple law that
required a fee for services rendered. This was but one way the
Temple priest enriched their coffers held in the fabled Ark of the
Covenant.

By Jewish definition of the time, a miracle was “an unintended
outcome to the law.” To the money hungry kohanim, blessing wine
without demanding a fee would most certainly be a very nasty
“miracle.” Jesus performed a clever trick to resolve the situation
while hiding the priestly powers recently bestowed upon him during
the ritual initiation mikveh performed by his cousin John. It was a
simply trick. Jesus had the servants empty out the ritually pure jugs
used for washing and pour the unblessed wine into them. This
imparted ritually purity to the wine without the need for blessing.
Now the wine could be legally consumed. Note the party was given
by a wealthy man who most certainly did not want to risk “sinning”
against temple law, for that would require an even more expensive
sacrifice.

Thanks for reading. Tune in again when I explain the raising of
Lazarus, how Jews were burying their loved ones alive to avoid the
onerously expensive sacrifice known as the Para Aduma.



reply

Subverted Nation says:
January 24, 2014 at 1:53 pm

Rabbis don’t bless your food. They curse it. Not really interested
in the whole bible story, but you can bet your bottom dollar it’s
not a blessing.

reply

Pheline Catt says:
October 1, 2015 at 11:06 am

Nope, nope. Can’t find out what it says. That would be
cheating.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 15, 2016 at 5:56 pm

Not sure what you mean.

reply

Dr. Randall Paul Lomax says:
March 14, 2017 at 3:49 am

I don’t care how ” miniscule fraction of the total
production overhead” it is evil! Why the hell should
non jews pay for any jew tax? It’s insane. They have
said we should welcome Islam into our countries and
kick out all the jews! LOL
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Subverted Nation says:
March 23, 2017 at 8:51 pm

Thieving and scamming is bad no matter how
minuscule.

wokeup1morning says:
May 29, 2014 at 8:51 pm

I woke up this morning and a Rabbi blessed the nation. We have
to isolate and subvert their Zionist regime region by region until
they are no longer our problem, because we cannot live under
Zionist slavery, and if we let our children live under it, then we
have failed them, and they will be slaves of the Zionists as their
children will be, as long as we continue to do nothing. Subvert the
Zionist Regime!

reply

wokeup1morning says:
May 29, 2014 at 8:54 pm

and I’m not working for the Jews and paying my taxes and
neither should you. You should quit your job, join the people
and destroy their institutions, letting them know they are not
welcome, and will not return. Never forget 9/11. Israel did it.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
August 5, 2014 at 9:36 pm
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Quitting working and starving won’t help you win. They
print the money, so pretending that a few of us not
spending what they print will change things doesn’t really
help. Eliminating them is the only way to save the human
race. Period.

reply

William says:
December 2, 2016 at 10:03 am

If it could be proved that they did 911 then maybe people
would wake up about how evil they can be . It has been
going on for many years now but has got much worse
since the 1980’s when they really got a grip all over the
world to make them un-touchable.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 13, 2016 at 3:40 am

It has already been proved that they did 911. The
jewish rats were caught red handed on 911 in a van
full of explosives. The towers were owned by a jew,
and our troops were sent to slaughter the enemies of
the jew. It doesn’t get much more obvious.

Subverted Nation says:
August 5, 2014 at 9:23 pm

You mean jews. What is this “zionist” crap? The problem is
JEWS.
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reply

Mike says:
August 16, 2014 at 2:22 am

The old ZIONIST trap is still tripping people up….. *face
palm*. It’s pretty fucking simple. The TALMUD has nothing
to do with ISRAEL being their homeland. They see the
WHOLE WORLD as theirs, and ALL of you as slaves……
Zionism was set up to be a scape goat. You get rid of Israel
tomorrow, you will still have the TALMUD baby rapers
and thieves to deal with, and the synagogues will still be
there preaching their doctrines. Get with the program
guys. Zionism was exposed back at least 2006 if not before.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
August 19, 2014 at 5:50 pm

Word.

5. 
Kikes = Vermin says:
December 26, 2013 at 2:19 pm

Read this garbage :
http://truthmilitia.com/2012/08/30/whats-behind-the-kosher-scam/

This article is the sleaziest kosher propaganda I have ever
encountered on the internet. All products are safe whether or not
they pay the filthy jew kosher tax. My advice to everyone (and I mean
EVERYONE) is boycott all products made in USA, 99% of the garbage
produced in USA including foil is subject to the filthy jew (scam) tax.
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The cost is carried to the consumer to get the bullshit jew
certification for the product. Remember, if you don’t want to be taxed
by these filthy manipulative jews, BOYCOTT ALL PRODUCT MADE IN
USA.

You see a (K) or (U) or halal symbol, do your self a favor and do not
buy that product. Do not by ignorance become a victim for these
semite vermin and their certification scams.

PROUDLY ANTI-SEMITE, BECAUSE SEMITES ARE SCUM.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
January 8, 2014 at 10:37 pm

The only thing we can consider halfway safe today are grass fed
free range (real free range) meats and organic produce. Anything
else is garbage. Thanks for your comment.

reply

6. 
Ed says:
March 9, 2014 at 8:22 pm

I have personally been trying to denounce this foul racket for many
years and I am now wondering if people are waking up to it. In the
long description of the scam I did not come across the fact that
even…are you ready for this?…TOILET PAPER has also been
‘certified’ kosher!! Yes, packages of hygienic paper! Now if that is not
proof enough that this whole kosher business should be brought in
the open as one of the worst scams of the last century!
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7. 
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Miyamoto says:
April 23, 2014 at 11:47 am

I wish to thank you for some clarity and perhaps closure.

I always associated this “mark of the beast” with poisons.

Here is my take on it:

Those jews have put poisons in your food and then tax you for it.
poison don’t come cheap. Neither does the hot tub or fancy ass
household they live in.

Naturally I somehow avoided the koshit in my childhood. Albeit it
being super generic ‘foods’ I wasn’t always faced with this other
garbage. Although like you said Adam, this was not something you
could avoid…

especially when you had brainwashed children exclaiming “we need
to go kosher!”.

I’ve been avoiding these products for so long that even in my dreams
I toss it or throw it back on the shelf – pissed.

This gets a lot harder for those as vegan/vegetarians sometimes,
because almost all of these products have the poison mark.
(microshitwave machines are just the same)

With much if what’s happening now, people want the truth and
global revolution/uprising is happening.

Thanks again, as I needed a little reassurance I suppose. ҧ

reply

Subverted Nation says:
April 24, 2014 at 11:03 pm

Reassurance comes from within. Ѯ
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reply

8. 
Fred says:
June 12, 2014 at 12:31 am

I wonder if pig products are kosher certified?? Intuitively, I wouldn’t
expect them to be. If there’s one type of product that’s guaranteed to
be above this racket, it has to be pig products. I would suggest eating
more pork, bacon and sausage. Can you imagine a rabbi putting its
koshit poison logo on a packet of bacon?

reply

Subverted Nation says:
August 5, 2014 at 9:17 pm

Look at the sausage and other stuff you buy that is processed
with all kinds of garbage. Nothing is out of their reach unless you
raise or grow it.

reply

9. 
Ed says:
June 19, 2014 at 7:32 pm

I just returned from a visit to the Hershey chocolate company in
Hershey, PA
Too bad I cannot insert a photo I took of a sign on the main entrance
floor at the stand of the ”Create your own candy bar attraction ”
Three important points are shown in the following order:
—Kosher Certified ( with the classic circled U )
—Wheelchair Accessible
—Allergy Warning ( followed by details )
It thus seems to be more important that the products are ”Kosher”.
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Handicapped people come in second and people with allergies, last.
Bloody sickening!

reply

Subverted Nation says:
August 5, 2014 at 9:07 pm

Sounds about right for the jewnited states.

reply

Kevin says:
September 4, 2014 at 6:13 pm

Is Ed for real?

I’m pretty sure that almost all Hershey chocolate bars that
you see at your local convenience store/grocery store are now
all made in Mexico.

Didn’t they go south of the border on the Watchamacallit back
in 2011 or so?…

I know, the back of the package says “distributed by Hershey
blah blah blah in PA, USA” but they’re actually made now in
Mexico. If so, that means that they are breaking labeling laws-
most all do this now (openly break the laws).

The government workers responsible for enforcing the
labeling laws are usually unqualified Jews, women, and/or
“minorities.” Thus, there’s no longer any repercussions for
breaking such laws.
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Subverted Nation says:
December 14, 2016 at 5:12 pm

I guess they have a place you can create your own candy
bar? I don’t know.

reply

10. 
jews suck says:
July 26, 2014 at 8:17 am

where is the share button so I can put this on my facebook page?

reply

Subverted Nation says:
August 5, 2014 at 8:26 pm

I had a plugin for sharing stuff, don’t know if it had facebook. You
can post the link though for now.

reply

11. 
John Kuey says:
November 15, 2014 at 7:16 am

These bastard rat-faced kikes are not fit for salvation. Kill them all!
Let’s give those disgusting creatures a real holocaust!

reply

Subverted Nation says:
November 24, 2014 at 8:25 pm

Word.
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reply

Aaron says:
December 25, 2014 at 11:01 pm

Couldn’t have said it better myself.

reply

12. 
Aaron says:
December 25, 2014 at 11:00 pm

I refuse to buy anything with a kosher symbol, Just the other day i
bought a bottle of water and when i got home i noticed a fucking
kosher symbol on it. I INSTANTLY went back to the store and got my
money back. I would rather starve then fund there fucking wars.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 16, 2016 at 1:48 am

That’s good to hear you don’t want to contribute to them. I
wouldn’t worry too much about the kosher bullshit, we all end up
paying for it no matter what just to survive in this jew matrix.
However, your attitude towards the issue is PERFECT and you
need to SPREAD THAT AROUND! I agree with your sentiments
100%

reply

13. 
teaparty says:
December 26, 2014 at 9:23 pm
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Kosher foods still contain poisons and GMOs…

reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 17, 2016 at 12:54 am

Agreed. There are all kinds of things marked “kosher”…it’s a tax,
nothing more.

reply

14. 
ted says:
February 28, 2015 at 5:49 am

The company “Watties” used to be a New Zealand owned and
operated food cpany.(owned,incidently by New Zealand Jews).They
paid fair wages and provided employment for NZers…naturally all
profits remained in NZ.Now all this has changed…the company was
sold off to the international Jew owned company..Heinz.So each year
millions of dollars leave the country…into the hands of the Jew elite.A
couple of days back I needed to buy some pizza sauce….usually I
check the country of origin but I thought it would not be necessary
with a Watties product.NZers HAVE to check this because the Jew
ontrolled govt allows imports of food from China which is famous for
its cintaminated dangerous food production.(The prime minister is
an admitted Jew..unlike the crypto Jew leaders of for example Canada
and Brazil…he donated $150,000 to a jew hospital in Israel…he has
not donated any money to a NZ hospital).Right…so guess where the
pizza sauce was made…..?..Israel!!!.As if it is economic to buy food
from a country half way around the world.In other words NZers are
subsidizing employment in Israel.If any other country had just
butchered 2000 people like these fucken fiends have just done in
palestine..there would be a worldwide call for a boycott…like they
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used to do with South Africa!.One more point…I hope someone in the
US has that fucking Jew freak Henry Makow in their woodchipping
list…he is obviously working for the jews while pretending to be a
christian…your typical lying Jew bastard.The jews are currently
floodund NZ with hundreds of thousands of third world
immigrants..the impact of which will really hit hime in about 50
years..it will destroy a ince stable and happy country.Key the Jew
prime minister surrounds himself with a bodyguard of police thugs…
the first leader in NZ’s history to do so.Key is a former Jew
funancier/banker with connections to top Jews in the US and UK..as
you would expect.How about some new articles on SN.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 16, 2016 at 2:33 pm

New articles are coming soon. Yes, Henry Makow won’t be spared
just because he pretends to talk shit about his fellow jew.

reply

15. 
frankiedynomite says:
March 22, 2015 at 12:05 pm

I’m SO SICK of these subversive ZIONIST PIGS..or whatever they go
by..A tax so small it only takes in hundreds of millions..fucking pigs!
People have no idea why some Jews were persecuted hated, and
feared..they are the Synagogue of Satan..they have murdered
innocent children, GOYIM, or animals, cattle, as they refer us to..They
are the backbone, the string pullers, of nearly every evil thing in
history..So if the so called “terrorists”, actually ZIONIST mercs.., or
“real’ ones existed..they would go after the scum of the earth..the
ZIONIST PIGS and all their minions..Jew or otherwise.
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reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 15, 2016 at 9:41 pm

Yes, all of their minions as well…JEW OR OTHERWISE. This is key
to solving the whole issue. Thanks for commenting.

reply

16. 
Chuck says:
July 15, 2015 at 11:10 am

Also, what’s left out of this is that Rabbi’s get to enter into your
factory/office and case the joint. See how the operation works, how
business is operating.

They take that information and exploit it no doubt. It’s another
method of keeping tabs on the goyim and observing their toil, all the
while elevating a rabbi to an inspector. And the factory gets to pay
them for this service!

That’s a well executed shakedown.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
August 20, 2015 at 2:49 pm

Agreed, scam of epic proportions.

reply

Chuck says:
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August 25, 2015 at 10:58 am

But the greatest Heist of all time is the State of Israel.

As an American we only get bilked by the scam with fighting
wars for them[Iraq/Iran next if Nuland & Co succeed], endless
money$, guns to their corrupt racket, loan guarantees, etc!

but to be a Palestinian Arab living in a prison camp that they
bomb when it’s politically needed for Likud (or whomever
deranged leadership), or shut of the electric, cut the water,
limit food (liked canned salmon), or shoot young children for
kicks is much worse.

And all the while the media kvetches how Israel is
surrounded by terrorists! yeah, sure! The major terrorist state
there is the one the US is funding.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 15, 2016 at 9:37 pm

I can’t deny that. The jews have a cushy little life shooting
Palestinian kids for target practice on our dime. They
don’t work. They just sit on their ass and whine and every
one of their lives is funded by the U.S.

reply

17. 
IsItSomethingISaid says:
December 15, 2015 at 1:00 pm

I actually have personal experience with this tax.

Several years ago, long before i became Jew-Wise, a new Jewish
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client of mine commented one day upon my arrival at his plant that
he was waiting for a Rabbi to come and inspect for “Kosherness.” I
asked what that meant, and he explained it to me. Okay.

A few hours go by, and then, on my way out, the owner commented
that he had just got a call from the Rabbi, and all was good, his plant
was now considered “Kosher.” Seems, for the $600 expended, the
Rabbi just drove by and then gave his blessing that all was Kosher.

Of course, I now know this is one way that the Rabbis extort, tax,
their less complicit fellow Jews in the food production industries, and
even control them with the threat of losing their “Kosher” tax-stamp.

Very eye opening that was.

reply

Subverted Nation says:
December 14, 2016 at 6:35 pm

They don’t extort their fellow jews. Everyone else pays that tax
and fee. It’s passed directly to the consumer. That’s false to pin it
as jews extorting each other.
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Submit Comment

History Speaks

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it
cannot survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less
formidable, for he is known and carries his banner openly. But the
traitor moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers
rustling through...all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government
itself.

For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his
victims, and he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the
baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a
nation, he works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the
pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can no longer
resist. A murderer is less to fear. The traitor is the plague.” - Marcus
Tullius Cicero
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SN Book Banned

Download your own copy of Subverted Nation's Basic Training for Revolutionaries. The book that was so
damaging it was BANNED by Lulu Self Publishing. CLICK HERE to get your copy of this historically
accurate book that exposes mankind's one true enemy with boot camp precision. Print copies and pass
them out to family, friends, and acquaintances. There is nothing revolutionary about chasing the wrong
enemy. Get your copy, and do it now.
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Gun Control Is Treason

"The Constitution of most of our states (and of the United States) assert that all power is inherent in the
people; that they may exercise it by themselves; that it is their right and duty to be at all times armed and
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that they are entitled to freedom of person, freedom of religion, freedom of property, and freedom of
press." - Thomas Jefferson
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